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Abstract

Decicoin ( DeIC ) is an open source peer-to-peer Decentralized Internet 

Coin cryptocurrency which works purely as an Energy to power the 

Internet of Future i.e. Decentralized Internet. It allows transactions to be 

done directly using a peer-to-peer network from one party to another 

without going through a Third party like banks or financial institutions. The 

network timestamps transactions by hashing them into an ongoing chain 

of hash-based Decentralized-Proof-of-Work forming a Blockchain a record

that cannot be changed without redoing the Decentralized-Proof-of-

Work. The longest Blockchain not only serves as proof of the sequence of 

events witnessed, but proof that it came from the largest pool of CPU 

power. As long as a majority of CPU power is controlled by Decentralized 
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Nodes that are not cooperating to attack the network, they’ll keep 

generating the longest chain, thus keeping the network safe from 

attackers. The distribution of Decentralized Nodes around the world can 

be achieved by restricting the Mining per Miner to 1 CPU, 1 IP Address and

max 1% cap of total network mining limit per miner. (  1 CPU + 1 IP Address

+ 1% max mining limit per miner ) this prevents centralization of miners 

even if the miner has the largest mining farm or has a super computer or 

quantum computer. Also by making mining low processor friendly and 

mobile mining friendly we can create the Largest Decentralized Network 

of Nodes and Miners. Messages are broadcast on a best effort basis, and 

Nodes and Miners both can leave and rejoin the network at will, 

accepting the longest Decentralized-Proof-of-Work blockchain as proof of

what happened while they were gone.

1.  Introduction

After the innovation of the email, internet. Blockchain is the most 

revolutionary technology. Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin have shown to

revolutionize the Finance by using Blockchain technology, but due to very

high fees, centralization of miners, cooperation between whales and top 

exchanges have shown the insider trading in cryptocurrency community 

just like we had been seeing for decades in the stock market. The 

cryptocurrency community and the world needs a fair network and  

market where anyone can become a miner, no matter how small his 

contribution is to the network by mining through a low power processor or 

through his smartphone, his mining contribution will be just like a single 

vote contributes in an Democracy. By putting restrictions to discourage 

the centralization of mining network, We create the largest Decentralized 

Network where both a low processor miner & a mining farm miner both 

contribute to the network as equals through the limit by 1 CPU + 1 IP 

Address and a 1% mining cap per miner if he has the most powerful single 

CPU in the whole world. Halving of Mining Rewards every 2 years.
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 Fixed Supply : Only 8.4 billion Decicoins ( DeIC ) will ever exist on 

Earth.

 Decentralized-Proof-of-Work (dPoW) : True Decentralized-Proof-

of-Work with miners limitations by 1 CPU + 1 IP Address = 1 Miner 

( Plus a 1% max limit contribution to the total mining network by the 

mining pool or miner )

 Halving of Mining Rewards : Every 2 years Halving will be done and

Mining Rewards of Decicoins ( DeIC ) will be Halved.

 Lowest Transaction Fees : Only 0.00001 Decicoins ( DeIC ) fees per 

transaction.

 Fastest Transaction Confirmations : By using 256MB large block 

sizes blockchain, Decicoins ( DeIC ) will be able to provide the 

fastest transactions.

 Smart Mining : Anyone with even a low power processor or with a 

Smartphone will be able to contribute to the mining network as a 

single miner directly connected to the network where the 

computing power of these miners will be combined to mine blocks 

efficiently and rewards will be distributed equally among them.

 Defense Grade Security : Through Decentralized-Proof-of-Work 

combined with Smart Mining, Decicoin ( DeIC ) Network will 

become the largest Decentralized Network as centralization of 

miners will be impossible, thus making it so secure that it will become

the most secure Network existing on Earth

 Automated Market Maker Decentralized Exchange : Due to the 

problems of coordinated insider trading between Whales & Top 
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Centralized Exchanges, it is the only solution to keep the trading 

Decentralized, Anti-Whales & a fair market for all. Anyone holding 

Decicoins ( DeIC ) in their wallets will be provided 50% discounts 

when they lock it on our exchange through smart contracts. Liquidity

Pool fees earning and earning interest on loans or borrowing will be 

available for everyone.

 Smart Contracts & Dapps : Anyone will be able to create Smart 

Contracts on our own Blockchain & executed when the time and 

conditions are met. Anyone will be able to create Dapps that will 

make the Decentralized Internet Ecosystem stronger.

 Public & Private Transactions : Everyone will have the choice of 

whether they want all of their future transactions to be public or 

private or just some specific transactions to be private, by using 

different addresses such as private or public addresses before doing

the transaction. Only the receiver will be able to see the real 

addresses on our blockchain after providing the info of public 

address (random for people outside the transaction) of that 

transaction with private tags to view the real private address of 

sender. The random public addresses will be one time use only.

 Biometric Verification for Recovery of Funds : As the network 

grows, we will create a specific hardware wallet with biometric 

verification where you can add your biometrics fingerprint 

encrypted in the blockchain along with your recovery seeds. This wil 

help you recover funds if you forget or your recovery seeds gets lost. 

Biometric registered wallets can be recovered by only your 

fingerprints even if you don’t have the recovery seeds. If your 

recovery seeds gets stolen even then your funds wont be able to be 

transferred by the thief because without biometrics you cannot 

access the biometric registered wallet even if the thief has the 
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recovery seeds in his possession. You can also add 1 extra biometric 

registration for the same account for your nominee that you trust.

 Decentralized Internet : By using the same Largest Decentralized 
network of miners, we will deploy the Decentralized Internet in 
phases, First a Decentralized Search Engine will be deployed, 
Second a Decentralized Video sharing platform will be deployed, 
Third a Decentralized Social Media platform will be deployed. 
Everything will be Privacy oriented with focus on data protection of 
the users. Miners will be rewarded handsomely in Decicoins ( DeIC ) 
for running the Decentralized Websites/Apps smoothly & efficiently. 
Anyone will be able to use these Decentralized Websites/Apps up to
a specified limit to keep the network efficient. If you want to use 
more after the limit then you will be able to buy Decentralized Data 
packs through Decicoins ( DeIC ). After that we will launch 
Decentralized Servers around the globe to Deploy the Worlds 
Largest Decentralized Internet.

 Decicoin ( DeIC ) will be the Energy to power the Decentralized 
Internet. 

2.  Fixed Supply

Only 8.4 billion Decicoins ( DeIC ) will ever exist on Earth which has a 

current population of around 7.8 billion citizens. 1 Decicoin ( DeIC ) for 

every Citizen of Earth.

3.  Decentralized-Proof-of-Work (dPoW)

Based on Decentralized-Proof-of-Work with miners limitations by 1 CPU + 1 

IP Address = 1 Miner ( Plus a 1% max limit contribution to the total mining 

network by the pool or miner )

1 CPU + 1 IP Address = 1 Miner ( with 1% max limit contribution to total

network by a pool of miners or miner )
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By using these limitations centralization of miners will become impossible, 

while creating the largest decentralized network of individual miners.

4. Distribution

By using the same Largest Decentralized Network of Miners, we will Deploy
the Decentralized Internet in phases. 

 Full Distribution in 20 years as All the Decicoins will be Mined in 20 
years.

 Halving of Mining rewards every 2 years.

 After 20 years when All Decicoins are in circulation, then Miners will 
be rewarded with Decicoins collected equally from the Top 1% 
accounts including the Founders account to keep the network 
running efficiently and keeping the network Decentralized, Anti-
Monopoly & Anti-Whales. 
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 For Ex- if a person.A owns 100,000 DeIC and person.B owns 10,000 
DeIC and miners need 100 DeIC to keep the network efficient, then 
100 DeIC will be collected from top 1% accounts with respect to the 
percentage of balance those accounts hold. If 0.01 DeIC is 
collected from the person.A account, then 0.001 DeIC will be 
collected from person.B account.

5.  Lowest Transaction Fees

Only 0.00001 Decicoin ( DeIC ) fees per transaction.

6.  Halving of Mining Rewards

Every 2 years Decicoin ( DeIC ) Mining Rewards will be Halved making 

100% distribution of All Decicoins in just 20 years.

7.  Fastest Transaction Confirmations

By using 256MB large block sizes blockchain, Decicoins ( DeIC ) will be 

able to provide the fastest transactions.

8.  Smart Mining

Anyone with even a low power processor or with a Smartphone will be 

able to contribute to the mining network as a single miner directly 

connected to the network without any pools in between & the computing

power of these miners will be combined at the core network to mine 

blocks efficiently and rewards will be distributed equally with respect to 

the computing power percentage among them.

 Every 10 mins a new block will be mined & the hash will be adjusted 

accordingly to keep the time close to 10 mins only. 
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 Halving of Mining Rewards every 2 years.

 This will encourage more number of Individual Miners, thus helping in

creating the network more Decentralized.

 Individual Miners will be like Voters are in a Democracy.

 Every single vote matters in a Democracy. 

 And every single Individual Miner matters in our Democratic 

Decentralized network, it doesn’t matter whether he is a low power 

processor miner or a Mining farm Miner. Both will get same 

opportunity at mining. To be precise it will be the mining farm miner 

or mining pool who will have a 1% cap limit, 1 CPU limit and 1 IP 

address limit because of the resources he has, so that individual 

miners are encouraged to participate in creating the Largest 

Decentralized Mining Network.

9.  Defense Grade Security

Through Decentralized-Proof-of-Work combined with Smart Mining, 

Decicoin ( DeIC ) Network will become the largest Decentralized Network 

as centralization of miners will be impossible, thus making it so secure that 

it will become the most secure Network existing on Earth

Decentralized-Proof-of-Work 

+ 

Smart Mining 

= 

Largest Decentralized Network
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10. Automated Market Maker Decentralized Exchange

Due to the problems of coordinated insider trading between Whales & 

Top Centralized Exchanges, it is the only solution to keep the trading 

Decentralized, Anti-Whales & a fair market for all. 

Anyone holding Decicoins ( DeIC ) in their wallets will be provided 50% 

discounts when they lock it on our exchange through smart contracts.

Everyone can earn fees by becoming Liquidity Pool providers. 

Everyone will be able to earn interest on loans they provide & borrowing 

will be available for everyone on interests.

11. Smart Contracts & Dapps 

Anyone will be able to create Smart Contracts on our own Blockchain & 

executed when the time and conditions are met. Anyone will be able to 

create Dapps that will make the Decentralized Internet Ecosystem 

stronger.

12. Charity 

Our Funds will go to Charity, and Anyone can verify how the Funds are 

reaching and getting used to help the people in need, whether it is for 

Education, Health, Equality, or anywhere we can do to make a difference

in individuals life.

13. Green Energy

Our Funds will be used for Green Energy generation & we will most likely 

setup our all Decentralized Servers on Green Energy only, thus making our 

aim of providing Decentralized Internet on 100% Green Energy successful. 

It is a small start, but it is good start in the right direction.
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14. Public & Private Transactions

Everyone will have the choice of whether they want all of their future 

transactions to be public or private or just some specific transactions to be

private, by using different addresses such as private or public addresses 

before doing the transaction. Only the receiver will be able to see the real

address of the sender on our blockchain after providing the info of public 

address (random for people outside the transaction) of that transaction 

with private tags(which only you have) to view the real private address of 

sender.

 For ex: person.A sends 10 Decicoins to person.B through a private 

transaction.

Person.A address shown on the blockchain will be random address

Person.B address shown on the blockchain will be random address

Person.B can see the private address of Person.A by providing Transaction

id with his public address along with private tags. But he cannot see 

where the transaction went in future from Person.A private address.

The random public addresses will be one time use addresses

15. Biometric Verification for Recovery of Funds 

As the network grows, we will create a specific hardware wallet with 

biometric verification where you can add your biometrics fingerprint 

encrypted in the blockchain along with your recovery seeds. This will help 

you recover funds if you forget or your recovery seeds gets lost. 

 Biometric registered wallets can be recovered by only your 

fingerprints even if you don’t have the recovery seeds.
 

 If your recovery seeds get stolen even then your funds won’t be able

to be transferred by the thief because without biometrics you 
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cannot access the biometric registered wallet even if the thief has 

the recovery seeds in his possession. 

 You can also add 1 extra biometric registration for the same 

account for your nominee that you trust.

16. Decentralized Internet

By using the same Largest Decentralized Network of Miners, we will Deploy
the Decentralized Internet in phases. 

1) Decentralized Search Engine will be deployed.
2) Decentralized Video Sharing platform will be deployed.
3) Decentralized File Sharing platform will be deployed.
4) Decentralized Social Media platform will be deployed.

 Everything will be Privacy oriented & Data protection of Everyone 
will be the utmost priority without any compromise in security.

 Miners will be rewarded handsomely in Decicoins ( DeIC ) for running
the Decentralized Websites/Apps smoothly & efficiently.

 Everyone will be able to use these Decentralized Websites/Apps up 
to a specified limit, after that you will have to buy Decentralized 
Data Packs through Decicoins ( DeIC ). 

 With the growth of the Network, we will launch Decentralized Servers
around the globe running on Green Energy to Deploy the full-
fledged World’s Largest Decentralized Internet.

Decicoin ( DeIC ) will be the Energy to power the 
Decentralized Internet. 
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17. Roadmap

 March 2023, Launched On Pinksale Finance

 September 2023, Decicoin Testnet Launched

December 2023, Decicoin Mainnet Launched

March 2024, Decicoin Smart Mining app launched for smartphones

June 2024, Decicoin Launches Automated Market Maker 
Decentralized Exchange

September 2024, Decicoin launches Smart Contracts & Dapps.

December 2024, Decicoin Launches Decentralized Internet by 
Launching Decentralized Search Engine, Video Platform, File Sharing
Platform, Social Media in phases.

March 2025, Full Fledged Decentralized Internet with our servers 
distributed all over the earth.

Decicoin ( DeIC ) will be the Energy to power the 
Decentralized Internet. 
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For Frequent updates & to stay updated on the Decicoin Project, you can
follow us on the Official social media accounts given below:

Twitter - https://twitter.com/DecicoinOrg

Telegram - https://t.me/Decicoin

Reddit - https://www.reddit.com/r/DecicoinOrg/

Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/DecicoinOrg/

Discord - https://discord.io/Decicoin

Medium - https://DecicoinOrg.medium.com/

Github -         https://github.com/DecicoinOrg/Decicoin

Email -         info@decicoin.org

DISCLAIMER: This paper is for general information purposes only. It does not constitute 
investment advice or a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any investment and should 
not be used in the evaluation of the merits of making any investment decision. It should not be 
relied upon for accounting, legal or tax advice or investment recommendations. This paper is the 
first version of white paper, As the network & community will grow, the White paper will be 
updated with more Technical explanations about the project. And improvements will be made 
only if they help the Decicoin project, its Ecosystem and Community to achieve the Largest 
Network of Decentralized Internet.
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